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Bodie the wire russell westbrook

0 of The 14@Dr_Carson_HBO is The Wire, in all its snitch hunting, pre-up-and-up boy fame, is released in hot, sexy HD on December 26 for the first time ever. If you like this (you should), you should check this immediately. The reissue is almost, and I celebrate it with a sporting reworking of (some of) the show's central
(rather than so central) characters. My casting is based mainly on the personality, the history and the philosophy of life. Aesthetics are considered, but not the main concern. Mandatory warning: You'll find yourself passionately disagreeing with some of these predictions, which is natural and good. He can't juggle sports
and Tel - religions, if nothing else - without upsetting some parishes of thought. Drop your suggestions in the comments, but remember: It's a happy day. McNally & Co. Let's spend some time with some old friends. (Warning: Some links throughout the language contain NSFW.) Tim Duncan - Brother Muzon1 from
14@Dr_Carson_In other life, Tim Duncan and brother Musone will be door-to-door abacus dealers. But in this life they play the gentle role of the worst nightmare of the biggest names in the business. They are artists and paint their masterpieces with devastating efficiency. On the other hand, the big man of the San
Antonio Spurs can learn from the good game of the brother's suit. Strengths: Intelligence, longevity, diction. Weaknesses: Perfectionist.Rob Gronkowski, Hertz2 of 14@Dr_Carson_They will not ask you favorably. Rather, they will wallpaper the field / street with the top layer of your skin. So it is the IT of Rob Gronkowski
and Thomas Herk Haq: they collect bodies/touchdowns, separated heads. They are resident brothers of their units, but only one of them has genes that leave TV hosts openly salivating. Strengths: Brute strength, food consumption. Weaknesses: finesse, advanced mathematics. Gregg Popovich-William Rawls3 of
14@Dr_Carson_This Is For You, Eastern Conference. This guy's going to get on your tight chances to win the finals. And that bad boy is in your eyes. Gregg Popovich isn't the kind of guy you invite to howler Cobb's salad, but you stick to the program, you care when it's your turn to care, and you can handle it. Strengths:
Leadership, hellfire discipline. Weakness: Sweeten it. Eli Manning (Roland Press Pryzbylewski4) on 14@Dr_Carson_He comes from the conundrum pedigree. His work, while patching, eventually led to several of the largest gets in the history of management. Eli Manning means good, but he can't execute. He looks
harmless, but he can mess things up helplessly if he's left unattended. A lot of people think his name and his colleagues are the only thing standing between him and the desk job. Strengths: Know-how, determination. Weaknesses: How to deal, target the wrong people. Alexander Malatov5 of 14@Dr_Carson_At least
Ovechkin is actually from Russia.Strengths: Muscle, supply of goods. Weakness: Christmas. Doc Rivers - Lt. Cedric Daniels 6 of 14@Dr_Carson_He sticks to his department and isn't afraid to face the senior brass. Doc Rivers is the NBA's Lt. Cedric Daniels - ambitious, but not at his own expense. He is the type of boss
who will speak directly to his players and generally puts their wellbeing first. He can be your best friend or monstrous pain, depending on how you play the game. Strengths: Leadership, emoji by facial expression. Weakness: Ambition, Bill Simmons.Tony Rombo, Jimmy McNally7 of 14@Dr_Carson_Before we're entering
this one, I want you to take a deep breath, because right now, the synapses in your brain are popping like tram lines, looking for the better, right-handed James Detective McNolty. He's got this drunken, box-spring on the ground. But he doesn't care enough. You know the perfect person is there. You can't just squeeze
it. But Tony Romo? Not. Too clean. It's too good. Time and time, I've been thinking about those thoughts, and over and over again, I'm back in Romo. There are too many similarities. Their talent is matched only by their ability to ruin everything. They make the case as often as they break it, and spend most of their time
catching grief that they try to do too much. No one goes from cold cold confident to thicken faster than Romo-McNulty, and every year their superiors struggle with the risks and benefits of having them at work. Sometimes they are the hero; on other days, they must be put on a boat to nowhere. Strengths: instincts,
decision-making. Weaknesses: Instincts, decision-making. John Calipari- Mayor Carcetti8 of 14@Dr_Carson_Clever, determined and greasy enough to get the job done. Strengths: Recruitment, political jitsu. Weaknesses: Skeletons, closets. David Ortiz-Bunk Moreland9 of 14@Dr_Carson_Seasoned veterans in the art
of profanity, David Ortiz and Bunk know how to master choice words. Both are also demanding people who are adults. Strengths: Fashion, expressing yourself. Weaknesses: left-handers, etc. Brittney Griner: Snoop10 of 14@Dr_Carson_She would have played with the boys if most guys hadn't been terrified of
her. Strengths: dexterity, flexibility, hair. Weaknesses: Hubris; small, sly people. Russell Westbrook - bodysuit11 from the 14@Dr_Carson_Huge on his shoulder and constantly angry that he is not trusted to lead the operation. Russell Westbrook is hungry, and sometimes even he's surprised at what he's capable of. Also,
when I get down, he looks like, Like, Bodhi. Strengths: DGAF attitude, DGAF wardrobe. Weaknesses: Pride, shooting from a distance. LeBron James - Stringer Bell12 business and 100% for the end game. LeBron James has a vision for the future and includes getting his team out of the closest mentality and
championship. That means bringing in former enemies and waving a platoon of individual egos that, as always, is proving harder than expected. Like Stringer Bell, James is not a lover or a fighter. He is simply trying to excel at the game and is not afraid to leave the city to connect with a better product. Strengths:
Business sense, adaptability. Weakness: impatience, male pattern balding. John 'Bones' Jones - Marlo Stanfield13 on 14@Dr_Carson_Came stage young, turned the world upside down and has infuriated every living organism that has moved since. John Bones Jones is the UFC's Marlo Stanfield. He takes what he
wants and leaves a trail of his bodies behind him. It's his name, and his pigeons are his pigeons. And don't forget it. Strengths: cunning, precision, brutality. Weaknesses:??? Kobe Bryant - Omar Little14 of 14@Dr_Carson_He lost about five steps. His legs are beaten pasta Ronnie. And somehow, he still adds to the
number of corpses. Kobe Ltd. is an institution on these streets. When it rolls up in your place, you let the G-pack out of the window with a few dog treats on the road. Some young people think they can take it; but most choose to reduce their losses. There is a reason the cat is alive after all these years, and while many
people would like to see it, it comes out on its own terms. Or because of a mute, crazy event. And of course, Kobe isn't scared. Strengths: Preparation, high pain threshold, inability to crack. Weaknesses: Trusting others, asking for help, Kennard. Where's Wallace? Follow @Dr_Carson_ Russell Westbrook to work the
way we all have to beat up with June 16, 2002 doesn't blink and he lacks a cold old fat white cop. You don't have to hit a cop. But there's something about his stroke that's also satisfying. Let me go back. To be the change I want to see in the world? You can't deny that quote. It's an all-timer from Mahatma Gandhi. A
contender for a GOAT of all phrases to ever be uttered on Earth C-137. Buddy's an action movie. Actions speak louder than cheap words. Don't you want to change everything for the better? Change and Progress were used interchangeably with Hope in Obama's incredible 2008 campaign. It's still a great message.
Okay, so I'm on board with a change, but what's the change I want? I hear change is slow, and I want to choose wisely. I'm meditating on that. And it's coming to me. I want to be less caught. I want to see the change in the world. More secret. A lot more. It's a desert of Krauts. The desert where Swagger can't survive
dries up the world. We More schlieger, so let's be. - All right, all right... but how can we be? What's a swagger? - yes, like his friends call him. The police give him hell for more episodes in season one. After all, he hit a fucking cop. Once the gang's legal team gets him out, the cops will drag Bodhi back to jail for more.
Bodhi still doesn't give any fuckers. Swagger's dangerous. Body eggs in beatings by the police. Look at him getting ready for the police treatment. Bodhi tells Sergeant Carver what he wants. I guess he's a good cop, motherfucker! Bowie's an amazing asshole. Any team can use an asshole like that on their team. Later,
we see Bodhi as meticulous middle management. He knows his place, but he still wants to be a smart pawn. He has bigger goals. James was dead responding to a former hitman who tried to put him in the trap of nostalgia for his older brother, who had passed. Bodhi gives zero fuckers. Do you know who cares? Russell
Westbrook doesn't give any fuckers. Russell Westbrook, who collapsed in Rusoff, Doesn't dance like anyone, dances like everyone's watching and cares. Russ is the heir to the throne of AI, but with more corporate MJ. I'm not the first to point out that J.D. Williams, the actor who portrayed Bodhi, and Russell Westbrook
are a doppell. I think Russ saw the resemblance, too. Game recognizes the game is another common phrase. Westbrook acknowledged the same swagging of attitudes and added a corporate R to Bodie.Besides 'Why's' it's other motto of Russ Don't Hate the Brodie Stretch to think that Russ is an avid fan of wire? Bodhi
is one of his dogs. Brody's his real dog. The NBA will be back soon, and the best player has a chance to make it to the final round. I think he's ready. But the odds are against him. He was disrespectful to Swagger for not caring about the rings. He's happy to be one of the best players to pay the NBA, take care of his
sweet family, and live his life looking careless. I trust him. KD saw it. But he has a chance. Russ smashed the rims before the crown was hit. Effective Swagger? Shia AndyJee is over 30,000 minutes played at the odometer. Time and pressure will grind, and eventually Mount Russ will fade. Bodhi fell into flames. I wish I
could add fame to that, but I can't. He was a smart pawn, but most pawns die early. His character was just 26.2.Bodhi's death eventually brought back the biggest ass to instigate the biggest shit in Season 5 to end the show last season. Bodhi's had a drink. Russell Westbrook Swagger Inspiration Jets Can Also Just Go
Down in Flames Without Glory. LeBron, Kacoy, Janice do it, too, plus winning. But Russ isn't the size. There's something mean and rebellious about a fight. Russ, don't hate brody. Buddy Brody. Be the change you want to see in the world. World.
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